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Model 701. Move aircraft weighing up to 2000kg.* MGTOW
Easily move small aircraft quickly and safely in tight areas. The model 701 is collapsible 
for compact stowing. Optional ball hitch attachment for movement of small trailers & 
campers.

Standard Features:

 * 400W effective power
 * 24 V DC Electric motor
 * Operator can easily control steering
 * Rocker switch for forward/reverse
 * Adjustable speed
 * Virtually silent when moving

* Environmentally friendly - no exhaust
 * Average battery life: 1 hr
 * 4 piece lead-gel battery
 * Easily remove 24v battery
 * Collapsible design
 * Easy adjust handle for user comfort

* Universal adaptor for quick tool-free
attachment to a wide range of aircraft

Options:

* Ball hitch attachment for easy
movement of campers, boats & trailers.

* Headlight
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* NEW Swivel attachment allowing turning of aircraft without lifting the tug



Axle Attachments

Cessna #1000574
without wheel pants

Beech #1000591

Adaptors are milled from nylon to fit 
snugly and protect your investment.

Cessna #1000871
with wheel pants

Small Single Engine
#1000593

Quick release pins for fast 
adjustmensts of adapters. 

Cessna #1000575

Standard #1000616

Optional 24” or 30” clamps are needed 
on some tail wheel aircraft to clear the 

rudder and/or elevator.

Listed are many aircraft the Model 701 will move:

* Cessna
* Piper

      PA28
      PA32
      PA46

* Mooney
* Cirrus
* Ruschmeyer
* Robin
* Beech
* Commander
* Aquila Dimond
* Decathlon

* Tug performance data based
on level, smooth, paved 
surfaces.

Warranty Mechanical: 12 
months or 500 hours of use 
Warranty Electrical: 6 months 
or 250 hours of use

* Grumman
* Grob
* Navion
* Piaggio
* Patenavia
* Tecnam
* Yak
* Socata

      TB9
      TB10
      TB20
      TB200

* Morane Saulnier
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